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international recreational fishing record charts
catering for both line class and length records.
Many of the inspirations for the foundation of
ANSA came recreational fishing legends such as
Vic McCristal, Jack Erskine, Dick Lewers, Ed Pratt
and Eric Moller to name just a few. These legends
not only got ANSA up and running but captured
the hearts and minds of generations of recreational
fishers across Australia through their popular and
widely read magazine articles, columns and books
on recreational fishing dating back to the mid ‘50s.
Their stories on fishing for iconic species at many
of the best fishing locations across Australia,
promotion of a positive
conservation ethos and
sustainable fishing practice
together with practical hints
“Many of the inspirations for the
on tackle, bait, lure use and
construction served as the
foundation of ANSA came from
unofficial bible for all
recreational fishers regardless
recreational fishing legends such as Vic
of age and fishing ability.
recreational fishers is representation and
McCristal, Jack Erskine, Dick Lewers, Ed
A legacy of the vision and
advocacy on issues that affect
inspiration of these founders is
recreational fishing at a national and
Pratt and Eric Moller to name just a few.”
that both of the earliest ANSA
state level. Recreational fisher's views
clubs - The Cairns
and concerns with respect to
SportfishingClub (established
Commonwealth and State Fisheries
fishing generally was installed within the park
February 1968) and St George Sportfishing Club
management, conservation, access, ethics and
overlooking the jetty at Cardwell - the home town
(established November 1968) are still up and
innovation are brought to the policy makers,
of both these legends
running successfully today.
regulators and the broad recreational fishing
A competition for design of the original ANSA
community. ANSA works closely with all
logo was held over 1969 with John Reynolds from
governments and government agencies and state
THE ANSA STRUCTURE
NSW coming up with the winning concept. The
and national recreational fishing peak bodies in
ANSA has its roots established at a State Branch
black and yellow fish caricature design is as eye
pursuit of optimum outcomes for all recreational
and local club level. ANSA affiliated clubs are
catching as it was in 1969 and is still recognised
fishers. ANSA is a foundation member of
located all over Australia with each Branch having
symbolically and displayed proudly by ANSA
Recfish Australia and the Australian
its own branch responsible for local club and
members young and old.
Recreational Fishing Foundation (ARFF) and
member issues. The ANSA National peak body is
ANSA celebrated its 50 year anniversary with a
has member representation on many of the
drawn from the ranks of the State Branch network
major event in Cairns over September 2017 with
fishing and marine environment advisory
and its primary function is to maintain a national
ANSA members Australia wide making the
councils and panels established by government at
accord amongst member branches and to focus
pilgrimage to Northern QLD for a nostalgic
a national and state level.
and advocate on issues of national and state
celebratory get together with mates of old and to
significance to all recreational fishers.
reminisce on the history of ANSA and pay tribute
ANSA NATIONAL RECORDS / AWARDS
to its founders. A fitting memorial for Vic
REPRESENTATION
At a National level maintains an Australian
McCristal and Eric Moller in recognition of their
Record chart which is open to all ANSA
One of the most important functions that
lifetime contribution to ANSA and recreational
members free of charge.
ANSA provides to its members and all

